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Abstract
The CSAC-EIA currently reserves for disabled worker Workers Compensation (WC) claims using an OSIP-prescribed methodology 

based on US population mortality. Using a sample of WC claims, we tested the accuracy of this method. We estimated claim closure

rates using actuarial methods and compared these to the OSIP-prescribed closure rates. OSIP’s reserving methodology was found 

to overestimate the time WC claims are open, thus overestimating the reserves needed for WC claims. To approximate the closure 

rate, we created multiple models such as Kaplan-Meier, polynomial, and Cox Proportional Hazard models, all of which more 

accurately fit the WC experience. 
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Objectives
▪ Test the accuracy of the survival portion of OSIP’s 

current reserving method

▪ Approximate true claim closure rates using 

permanent disability claims data

▪ Establish an effective survival model for true claim 

closure rates using covariates as predictors

Conclusion
The 2011 U.S. Life Table underestimates claim closure 

rates and we would suggest using a more accurate 

model to predict life expectancy of permanent 

disability claimants, such as our Cox PH model. This 

would imply overestimation of the reserves from the 

survival point of view; we can cannot make an overall 

conclusion about OSIP’s FM reserving formula.

Covariates Description
Derived Entity Group Categorical (17 Levels)

Age at Date of Loss (DOL) Numeric

Years Employed at DOL Numeric

Body Part Code Numeric

Cause of Loss Code Alpha-Numeric (19 Levels)

Severity Numeric

Gender Categorical (converted to 
Numeric)

Data
▪ Workers compensation claims from various CA 

public entities containing 1,124,473 data records[1]

▪ 21,110 unique claims reduced to 19,053 

permanent disability claims

▪ Each claim re-evaluated every year on June 30th  

▪ 126 columns describing each claim reduced to 7 

predictors (in table below)

▪ Claim history from 1985 - 2016


